
C Lizzy Curtis
Edited by KathrynMorgan

Requirements:
Coordinating scraps
Soft wadding
1/2" ribbon

Bonus pattern for the Wonky Squares templates

Template Store

Approx size,  6" and 4" diameters 



 

Prepare the project:

Resources:

https://www.amazon.co.uk/shop/lizzycurtis

Line the pockets for extra security and softness
Instead of a satin stitch around the Wonky Squares applique use a fancy
stitch.
Use decovil light and wadding for stability and security
The second pocket can be used for other templates you may have
Instead of 2 outer and lining pieces just cut one long piece. Stitch down the
center once completed to give it a "hinge"

Tips and suggestions:

1

All seam allowances are 1/4" unless stated

Cut 2 outer pieces  and wadding 9" x 6.5"
Cut 2 lining pieces 9" x 6.5"
Cut 2 pockets 6.5" x 6"
Cut straps 9" x 4"
Cut ribbon 2 x 10"
 

https://www.amazon.co.uk/shop/lizzycurtis
https://www.zippydoodledesigns.com/shop
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1. Adhere the wadding to the outer pieces
only. 

Using the leaflet as your guide make up
the Wonky Square using the smallest
template. 

Apply bondaweb to the wrong side of
your completed square and satin stitch to
the front outer piece.

3. Pin in place the straps and 10" ribbon
to both the front and back pieces as
shown.

The straps are 1.25 in from the sides, the
ribbon is central.

Baste across the top edge to secure both
straps and ribbon in place.

2. Fold your straps in half, so long edges
meet in the middle, fold again, press well
and top stitch.

( I have added a little strip of
complimentary fabric just for fun)



4. Fold over one of the long edge (6.5")
and fold again, top stitch to neaten.

Now place pocket right sides up on the
right side of the lining.

Baste in place.

Repeat for the other piece of lining.
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5. Sew the short ends of the lining, at the
pocket end.

Repeat for the outer pieces, making sure
you don't stitch the strap and ribbon end.

6. Place both outer and lining pieces right
sides together, tuck in the straps and
ribbons and sew all round leaving a 3 "
turning gap along one of the long sides.
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7. Turn through. Press well and finish by
turning under the gap and top stitching all
around to neaten.



Terms & Conditions Of Sale

 

No pattern and/or instructions, including the exclusive video will be
shared, photocopied or scanned to, or for, anyone. This includes friends,
family members and distribution of copies or copy into a workshop or
teaching environment, without the permission of the owner, Lizzy Curtis.

For every pattern sold, only the customer can use this pattern. The
customer can use it as many times as they wish. You can make and sell
the item as many times as you wish for personal profit or a chosen
charity.

Failure to download, or safely store the pattern, onto the your chosen
device or hard drive is not the responsibility of the owner Lizzy Curtis

Failure to adhere to these rules will be considered unlawful

www.lizzycurtis.com

Where you can find me......


